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The role of storage
in virtual server environments
conditions change and also to automate corrective actions to prevent
availability or performance problems relating to the storage system.
For this purpose ETERNUS AF/DX supports VMware’s VASA interface
(VMware vSphere Storage APIs for Storage Awareness).

The introduction of server virtualization, such as VMware, has a significant
impact on other infrastructure domains, namely network and storage.
Server virtualization is no longer just a topic for server operators; it also
affects the management of storage and networking equipment. The
relationship to storage is simple as the physical representation of virtual
servers (virtual machines - VMs) is just files - files that are in most cases
stored on external storage arrays. Server operations have to deal mostly
with storage. This can create administrative complexity as additional
knowledge has to be acquired; it also requires more procedural alignment
between the various experts and a lot of information has to be exchanged.

3) S torage-related VMware actions, e.g. copying a virtual machine,
can be offloaded to the ETERNUS AF/DX storage systems, thus
saving performance and network bandwidth. For this purpose
both ETERNUS AF/DX supports VMware’s VAAI interface (vStorage
APIs for Array Integration).
4) B
 y nature, server virtualization facilitates the realization of disaster
recovery concepts as it simply requires the files representing a VM to
be available on a failover site. Complete DR can be implemented
efficiently by integrating ETERNUS AF, ETERNUS DX and their replication
functions with VMware SRM (Site Recovery Manager).

This White Paper describes areas where FUJITSU Storage ETERNUS AF
series and ETERNUS DX series (hereafter referred to as ETERNUS AF/DX)
can be integrated in VMware environments1.
1) A plug-in enables VMware administrators to view the ETERNUS AF/DX
storage systems directly from the vSphere GUI.

5) ETERNUS AF/DX with VMware vSphere Virtual Volumes (VVOL) simplifies storage operations through policy-driven automation that
enables more agile storage consumption for VMs and dynamic
adjustments in real-time. It eliminates operational dependencies and
complexity between the vSphere administrator and the storage
administrator.

2) The next level of integration is to enable the direct exchange of information between ETERNUS AF/DX storage systems and vSphere,
for example the current system status, system events or alerts. This
helps VMware administrators during virtual machine provisioning to
optimize the placement of virtual machines should environmental
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A list of supported applications is available at https://solutionexchange.vmware.com/store/category_groups/supported-business-applications
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GUI integration with
ETERNUS vCenter Plug-in
ETERNUS vCenter Plug-in extends the user interface of VMware vSphere
Web Client allowing it to display system information for Fujitsu
ETERNUS AF/DX storage systems without having to use an additional
management tool. The VMware administrator thus obtains the required

storage system information in order to provision and operate virtual
machines from the vSphere Web Client. The plug-in can be downloaded
for free.

Important features
■ When setting up a new virtual machine, the available storage
capacity is displayed.
■ When performance tuning, the plug-in provides detailed information about read/write IOPS (input/output operations per second)
for read and write throughput (i.e. how much data is transferred
per second).
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■ For troubleshooting or optimization, the administrator can take a
complete look at the path from one particular virtual machine via
the SAN switches to the disk type and down to the storage LUN,
and thus obtain an end-to-end view of all the instances involved.
■ A new storage LUN for virtual machines can be created in the
vSphere Web Client. Creating a new storage LUN without this
vCenter Plug-in must be done from the ETERNUS Web GUI (this
function is only available in the vSphere Web Client version).
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Exchange of information between
ETERNUS AF/DX systems and vSphere with VASA
By integrating the ETERNUS AF/DX managed system via the VASA API
(“VMware vSphere Storage APIs for Storage Awareness”) vCenter becomes storage-aware. This reduces the VMware administrator’s efforts
to manually collect storage system configuration and performance
parameters which are needed to assign the appropriate storage resources to a particular VM.
Predefined storage profiles on the ETERNUS AF/DX side describe a
combination of logical and physical disk attributes (rotation speed,
capacity, disk types such as SSDs, fast disks or slower high capacity
disks, etc.). Each volume or RAID group in the ETERNUS AF/DX system
is mapped to these profiles. These are then transferred via VASA to the
vCenter. When creating a VM, the administrator can select the storage
profile which best fits the application demands. For instance, profiles
can assign performance-hungry VMs hosting a database to fast SSDs
on an ETERNUS AF/DX system. The VMware administrator works with
profiles representing quality classes in terms of capacity, performance,
etc. It is thus no longer necessary to have an in-depth understanding
of storage technology; the tedious task of manually gathering a lot of
information about connected storage systems is no longer required.
The objective is to deliver the right service levels in terms of infrastructure
requirements for an individual VM as easily as possible.
Information about the ETERNUS AF/DX system status is also communicated via events and alarms. Events indicate changes to the storage
configuration and alarms indicate changes in the system availability
or performance behavior. In the event of performance degradation
on the storage system, for example due to high data access workloads or high utilization of capacity, the VMware administrator
may decide to migrate VMs to other volumes or even to another
ETERNUS AF/DX system.
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VM
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Datastore cluster

VM

VM

Such corrective actions can be automated in order to meet service levels
without any human intervention.
VMware’s Storage DRS (Distributed Resource Scheduler) functionality
monitors I/O latency and the capacity usage rate of volume and maps
them against pre-defined rules. If the specified threshold value is
exceeded, the corresponding virtual machine may be automatically
moved to another volume. This prevents increasing overloading of the
previous system, maintains the I/O performance for virtual machines and
helps to improve system stability and reliability.
When creating such storage clusters, VASA can provide the required
system attributes so that the most suitable volume is selected for
particular application scenarios.
Storage DRS uses rules to decide whether to migrate the blocks of a
VMDK between the volumes. This can avoid non-useful VMware Storage
vMotion migrations, for example, if LUNs share spindles, then a Storage
DRS intervention is not beneficial for I/O load balancing.
Another trigger for moving data can be alarms regarding a potential
lack of disk capacity, e.g. caused by a threshold value for thin provisioning. Automated actions to prevent problems can then be initiated
by Storage DRS.
Even large and complex virtualization environments can be operated
efficiently and service levels can be maintained by integrating ETERNUS
AF/DX system management with the VMware VASA and VMware automation tools.
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Executing VMware-related storage operations
directly on ETERNUS AF/DX systems using VAAI
As virtual machines are physical files which are located on an external
storage system, a lot of VMware-related activities result in the handling
of data. This can be done more efficiently on the storage system directly
instead of running it via a network to a server and then back to storage,
thus saving server performance and network bandwidth. This is possible
due to the integration of ETERNUS AF/DX systems with vStorage APIs
for Array Integration (VAAI).
Frequent storage-related operations are copying activities, e.g. cloning
virtual machines, creating a virtual machine from a template or executing store vMotion activities within the storage system.

Much more speed and efficiency is generated by integrating VMware
VAAI with the Extended Copy function of the ETERNUS AF/DX. On the
server side a command triggers the Extended Copy functionality on an
ETERNUS system and the process. Not only does this offload tasks from
a VMware ESX server to the storage system, but there is another big
advantage for productive operations. While being copied, a file is typically
not available for productive use. A virtual machine that is to be copied
is thus available much faster. Tests have demonstrated time reductions
of 60% for the copy process and a reduced 80% CPU load on the server
side (depending on the individual configuration).
Another typical example is the creation of virtual machines. The
allocated disk space is overwritten with zeros in the creation process.
This task can also be offloaded from the server to the storage system.
Tests show that the traffic of data blocks from server to storage could
be reduced more or less completely and the CPU load for this task was
reduced by 84%.
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Integrating ETERNUS AF/DX and
its replication functions with VMware SRM
When a disaster occurs, administrators must switch IT operations from
one location to the other. This operation typically relies on the administrator’s technical skills in handling many interdependent activities in
the right sequence. An emergency plan also needs to be generated and
tested in order to prove that the switchover works reliably. However, in
many cases these plans have never been in a real operational environment with the risks for the production IT. VMware SRM (Site Recovery
Manager) simplifies and automates the key elements of disaster recovery, setting up disaster recovery plans, testing, executing a failover when
a problem occurs and failing back to the primary data center when it
is operational again.
Once VMware vSphere is deployed on the protected and recovery sites,
disk array-based replication is established between the two sites in order
to have current copies of the virtual machines on all sites.
This is implemented by the server-less remote mirroring Remote
Equivalent Copy (REC) function of the ETERNUS SF AdvancedCopy
Manager. It ensures fast recovery if the primary site fails. REC provides
synchronous and asynchronous remote site support between the
primary and secondary storage devices.
A typical problem arises in those disaster recovery architectures where
the distance between the production and the recovery site is large, the
available network bandwidth is small or updated data volume is high.
To deal with such situations REC provides a consistency mode. It uses
part of the cache memory of an ETERNUS AF/DX system as a buffer. Data
is then copied to the destination device and compiled on a block basis
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Storage based replication
with ETERNUS SF REC
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after accumulating the I/Os from multiple REC sessions in a buffer for a
specific period. This ensures data integrity even when data is transferred
out of sequence due to transmission delays. Disk-buffered REC can be used
if the cache memory capacity becomes insufficient due to instabilities in
the link or increased traffic.
Another big advantage of the REC functionality is that it works between
different model sizes of ETERNUS AF/DX systems thus resulting in large
cost savings. IT organizations have often been forced to have identical
storage systems on both sides in order to carry out replications. The
family concept of ETERNUS AF/DX storage systems means that entrylevel systems can also replicate data to midrange and high-end models
and vice versa or to multiple locations. Very flexible DR systems can thus
be built, e.g. data from small ETERNUS AF/DX systems can replicate the
virtual machines from a remote location to a central data center.
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REC functionality of ETERNUS SF offers high flexibility regarding
network connections
■ Remote Advanced Copy for Storage Area Networks (SAN)
Using Fibre Channel interfaces, Remote Advanced Copy can provide
low-cost remote site support between a primary storage device and
a secondary device

■ Remote Advanced Equivalent Copy Function using an iSCSI interface
The connection here between the storage systems is made via an
iSCSI interface over an IP network. ETERNUS AF/DX systems can thus
provide a disaster recovery solution at reduced cost as fibre channel
switches and SAN gateways are not required.

Remote Advanced Copy in a Mission Critical IA/UNIX/Industry Standard Server environment
Remote copy connection matrix with iSCSI interface

In the event of a disaster, administrators are notified so that they
can decide whether or not to initiate a failover. Once they initiate a
failover, SRM implements the disaster recovery plan according to three
basic steps:
■ Extended Remote Advanced Copy for Wide Area Networks (WAN)
Extended Remote Advanced Copy uses a combination of a fibre
channel switch and WAN converter to cover very long distances
over WAN.
Extended Remote Advanced Copy in a Mission Critical IA/UNIX/Industry Standard Server environment
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Firstly, on the protected site, SRM shuts down the virtual machines
starting with those virtual machines designated as lowest priority.
Failover does not require connectivity to the protected site. If SRM cannot
connect to the site, it simply notifies the administrator that it cannot
power down the virtual machines and proceeds to the next step. At the
recovery site, SRM then prepares the datastore groups for failover. Finally,
SRM restarts the virtual machines at the recovery site which have been
replicated with ETERNUS SF REC to the ETERNUS AF/DX systems on
the remote site, starting with the virtual machines designated as
highest priority.
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ETERNUS AF/DX: implementation of
virtual volumes (VVOL)
VMware vSphere Virtual Volumes, commonly referred to as VVOL, is a development of Software Defined Storage (SDS) that VMware has implemented
in order to simplify the deployment and management of virtual machines in systems using the ESXi hypervisor and associated software stacks.

Without VVOL

With VVOL

■ A volume defined by a VM becomes a VMDK file
■ VMDK files are stored into a VMFS datastore which is a
file system on storage volume

■ A volume defined by a VM becomes a VVOL
■ Virtual volumes are defined directly by the storage
array under the logical storage container pool
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Unlike traditional LUN and NFS based vSphere storage, the virtual volume functionality does not require pre-configured volumes on a storage side. Instead, virtual
volumes use a storage container, which is a pool of raw storage capacity or an aggregation of storage capabilities that a storage system can provide to virtual volumes.
A storage container is a part of the logical storage fabric and is a logical unit of the underlying hardware. The storage container logically groups virtual volumes based
on management and administrative needs.
Not all VMware components are aware of the VVOL respectively storage container concept. Thus, storage containers are represented in the ESXi server as a standard
virtual datastore.

Storage capabilities
Array-based features provided to storage containers are called storage
capabilities. They are applied via storage policies to the storage
container’s various VMs.

also be created simultaneously offering protection against raid group
failures as well. Not only individual VMs but (without stopping the VM)
even single files can be restored.

ETERNUS AF/DX* with the management suite ETERNUS SF support
VVOL via VASA and offers capabilities as Virtual Machine Backup, Automated Storage Tiering (AST), Automated Quality of Service (auto
QoS), Extreme Cache and Data Encryption for easy deployment granularly to VMs rather than to volumes (LUNs). The routine deployment of
VMs onto storage systems thus becomes far more straightforward and
rapid; service levels supplied by VMs can meet changing business demands without exhausting the IT teams running them or requiring everincreasing storage skills.
ETERNUS SF AdvancedCopy Manager (ACM) supports Virtual Machine
Backup providing a granular definition of the VMs snapshot schedule.
These snapshots can be used to backup individual VMs using array-based
snapshot technology (SnapOPC+). An array-based clone (QuickOPC) can
The screenshot shows the implementation of storage policy setting in vCenter.
* VVOLs are available for the ETERNUS AF series and the ETERNUS DX series (excluding DX60 S4/S3) with firmware version V10L32 or later
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Automated Storage Tiering (AST) refers to the ability of the storage
array to move blocks of data between different disk types and RAID levels
in order to establish the right balance between performance and space
usage and thus avoid so-called hot spots. Frequently accessed data can
be moved to high speed drives, such as SSDs, and less frequently accessed data can be moved to cost-effective disks with large capacities.
The number of tier layers can be specified per VVOL as well as quota
shares per VVOL, e.g. 10% on Tier1, 20% on Tier2, 70% on Tier3.

Data Encryption specifies whether or not controller-based disk encryption is to be checked (128-bit AES technology or Fujitsu Original
Encryption).

Automated Quality of Service (auto QoS) ensures that particular
applications always have a specific pre-defined performance level.
Adjusting bandwidth and performing an automatic tuning of the I/O
performance ensures that the required response time per application
is achieved. This capability can define the required target response
time or response time priority (compared to other VVOLs).
Extreme Cache expands the system cache (with flash storage located
directly in the controller enclosure or SSDs located in the disk enclosure).
It provides higher performance while using fewer disk drives, optimizing
system-wide costs and power consumption. Without VVOL all VMDK files
are stored on the same volume. Sequential read access is very unlikely.
In this scenario of random read access Extreme Cache provides significant
performance gains.
ESXi Server

VM
VMDK

VMDK

VMDK

VM
VMDK

VM
VMDK

VMDK

VMDK

VVOL

VVOL

The different hardware-related options for Extreme Cache (flash storage
located directly in the controller enclosure versus SSDs located in the
disk enclosure) as well as for Data Encryption (128-bit AES technology
versus Fujitsu Original Encryption) are defined on the array directly.
The respective pre-defined option can be enabled (or disabled) within
vCenter.
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VMFS Datastore

Volume (LUN)

Storage Array

ESXi Server

VM
VMDK

The screenshot shows the implementation of the capabilities2 in vCenter.

VVOL

VVOL

Storage Container
Storage Array

With VVOL each VMDK file is stored in its own VVOL increasing the chance
of sequential read access. However, Extreme Cache still provides major
performance gains for random access patterns common in Linux or
Windows operating systems.

2

Sources for additional information on ETERNUS AF/DX and its features as well as on the implementation of VVOL in ETERNUS AF/DX are listed in the last chapter.
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Protocol endpoints
ESXi servers do not have direct access to virtual volumes
on the storage side. Instead, they use a logical I/O proxy,
called the protocol endpoint (PE), in order to communicate
with VVOLs.
ETERNUS AF/DX support FC and iSCSI PEs.

Protocol Endpoints

VVOL

VVOL

VVOL

VVOL

Storage Container
Storage Array

Performance measurement
ETERNUS SF Storage Cruiser (SC) supports performance
monitoring and visualization per VM. This software ensures stable operations of entire storage systems that
are composed of the ETERNUS as the main device and
other devices such as SAN network devices by managing
the configuration, performance, and failures of the entire
storage system.
■ I/O performance
■ bandwidth

■ latency
■ cache hit rate

VVOL-A
VVOL-B
VVOL-C

Example of Storage Cruiser threshold monitoring alarm log screen

In VMware environments VVOL
■ simplifies storage operations
■ simplifies delivery of service levels

■ improves resource utilization
■ improves granularity of manageable items

But most importantly – the integration of ETERNUS capabilities in vCenter significantly reduces complexity. ETERNUS AF/DX offers
advanced and automated management of the array within vCenter.
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Further information and downloads

■ White Papers: Technical White Papers (ETERNUS AF/DX)
http://www.fujitsu.com/global/support/products/computing/storage/whitepapers/index.html
■ ETERNUS DX & SF product information
http://www.fujitsu.com/global/products/computing/storage/disk/eternus-dx/index.html
■ Fujitsu’s ETERNUS AF product information
http://www.fujitsu.com/global/products/computing/storage/all-flash-arrays/
■ FUJITSU Storage ETERNUS SF information
http://www.fujitsu.com/global/products/computing/storage/software/eternus-sf/
■ White Papers: VMware Integration
http://www.fujitsu.com/global/support/products/computing/storage/whitepapers/index.html
■ Video: vSphere Virtual Volumes (VVOL) with Fujitsu storage ETERNUS DX
https://youtu.be/apmxQ-PZzMc
■ ETERNUS vCenter Plug-in, VASA Provider and VAAI Plug-in and more
http://www.fujitsu.com/global/support/products/computing/storage/download/
■ FREEFORM DYNAMICS - Analyst White Paper: The Impact of VMware VVols on Storage
http://www.fujitsu.com/global/support/products/computing/storage/whitepapers/index.html
■ VMware vSphere 6.0 Documentation Center
http://pubs.vmware.com/vsphere-60/index.jsp#com.vmware.vsphere.doc/GUID-1B959D6B-41CA-4E23-A7DB-E9165D5A0E80.html

Related manuals and downloads:
http://www.fujitsu.com/global/support/products/computing/storage/disk/manuals/
http://www.fujitsu.com/global/support/products/computing/storage/download/index.html
Here you can access technical guides like:
– FUJITSU Storage ETERNUS DX100 S4/DX200 S4 Hybrid Storage Systems Configuration Guide (Basic)
– FUJITSU Storage ETERNUS DX100 S3/DX200 S3 Hybrid Storage Systems Configuration Guide (Basic)
– FUJITSU Storage ETERNUS DX, ETERNUS AF Configuration Guide (Web GUI)
– FUJITSU Storage ETERNUS DX, ETERNUS AF Configuration Guide -Server Connection- (iSCSI) for VMware ESX
– FUJITSU Storage ETERNUS SF Express V16.x / Storage Cruiser V16. x / AdvancedCopy Manager V16.x Installation and Setup Guide
– FUJITSU Storage ETERNUS SF Express V16.x / Storage Cruiser V16.x / AdvancedCopy Manager V16.x Web Console Guide
– FUJITSU Storage ETERNUS SF Express V16 / Storage Cruiser V16 / AdvancedCopy Manager V16 Troubleshooting Guide
– FUJITSU Storage ETERNUS SF Storage Cruiser V16.x Operation Guide
– FUJITSU Storage ETERNUS SF Storage Cruiser V16.x Operation Guide for VMware vSphere Virtual Volumes
– FUJITSU Storage ETERNUS SF Storage Cruiser V16.x Operation Guide for Optimization Function
– ETERNUS VASA Provider 2.x User’s Guide
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